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Introduction
FerroTek Engineering Inc. is committed to provide its clients with
wonderful products and exceptional services throughout the life cycle
of its business.
Ferrotek is offering its services under its four outclass packages:➢ Trading
➢ Study in Turkey

➢ Tourism
➢ Turkish Citizenship

Vision
To be the leader in supplying quality products and excellent services
for Trading, Education, Travelling and Tourism Industry. To strengthen
the demand and acceptability of our brand with our clients. To keep
growing through innovative ideas, expanding products line and honest
partnership.

Chairman Message
Our qualified officials have decades of experience in the relevant
fields. Each member of the management dedicate maximum possible
time to ensure that our clients are fully satisfied and a successful
continuation of business is maintained. The backbone of our services
has been our multilingual, knowledgeable, well-trained team of
consultants. All of them are well oriented in customer satisfaction and
trained and qualified in the fields they excel in. All the staff has spent
several years working within a business domains like Hospitality,
Travelling, Trading and Education. On-going training and grooming isa
key to ensure the excellent level of services in all our domains through
their lifecycle.
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Turkish Citizenship
Turkish nationality law is based primarily on the principle of jus
sanguinis. Children who are born to a Turkish mother or a Turkish father
are Turkish citizens from birth. The intention to renounce Turkish
citizenship (or acquire citizenship from another state) is submitted in
Turkey by a petition to the highest administrative official in the
concerned person's place of residence, and when overseas to
the Turkish consulate. Documents processed by these authorities are
forwarded to the Ministry of Interior (Turkey) for appropriate action.
There are few ways to get Turkish Citizenship:
➢ Fixed Capital in Turkey
➢ By Property Investment in Turkey
➢ By Job Creation in Turkey
➢ By Bank deposit in Turkey
➢ By Turkish Spouse in Turkey
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How to become a citizen of Turkey
The eligibility requirements for Turkish citizenship are fairly
straightforward: You need to be of adult age (according to your country
of origin), and you must have lived in Turkey for at least 5 years, with a
total interruption of less than six months. This is reduced to 3 years if
you are married to a Turkish national or if you are a foreigner born on
Turkish soil. Your physical and mental health must be sound and you
must have no criminal record. Also, you must be able to speak Turkish at
a basic level. If you are not married to a Turkish national you also have
to prove that you can support yourself while living in Turkey. As long as
you have a job, you will meet that requirement. If not, though, you may
be able to prove this through existing funds or pension payments.
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Applying For Turkish Citizenship


Documents Required

➢ To
apply
for
Turkish
citizenship, you need to bring
the following documents to a
local government office
(usually a town or city hall).

➢ Valid Passport
➢ 4 passport-size photos
➢ Documents proving your relationships with your
spouse and children (if applicable)
➢ Certificate proving you are in good mental and
physical health

Also, you will need proof of your Turkish language ability. You can get
this by conducting an interview with a Turkish government official, and
should be able to arrange an appointment through your city or town
hall. These interviews are subjective and their difficulty varies
depending on the official. If you are fluent in Turkish, however, you
should have no problem.
You will be provided with application forms when you bring your
documents to the town hall. Once you have completed the required
paperwork and paid an application fee, your documents and
applications will be forwarded to the Ministry of the Interior for review.
The Turkish Consulate General will inform you of the results by mail.
Keep in mind that Turkey’s citizenship law tends to be flexible. Officials
sometimes make exceptions if they perceive that a decision will
improve the country’s image in the international media. This is
especially true as the Turkish government continues to court the
European Union.
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Benefits of being a Turkish citizen
➢ High quality of life.
➢ Take advantage of advanced and free education
opportunities.
➢ Benefiting from excellent health facilities.
➢ Living in a safe environment.

➢ Being exempted from military service by
applying for TCBI.
➢ Access to Turkish cuisine, one of the world’s
unique cuisines.
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Contact Info
MAIN OFFICE
+90 552 689 27 54
+90 552 345 00 05
 +90 212 843 55 56
info@ferrotektrading.com
Yenibosna Merkez Mah. 1.Asena Sk.
Prime Istanbul No: 15 b Iç Kapi no: 57
Bahçelievler/ Istanbul

PAKISTAN OFFICE
+92 333 512 86 64
+92 344 510 00 02
 +92 51 275 10 58
info@ferrotektrading.com
Plot # 47 Street # 3, main street # 1
Industrial Area, I- /10-3, Islamabad,
Pakistan
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